Comprehensive solutions and support for high performing, cost-efficient IT infrastructure

UIT provides IT services that meet the needs of small, medium and
enterprise sized organizations. Our IT services offer the expertise and
flexibility to ensure your IT resources deliver a lasting strategic
advantage, enabling you to focus on your core business activities
Call Center Solutions
Avatar Dialing
Elastix IP-PBX
Asterisk IP-PBX
Vicidial / Goautodial
Predictive Dialing

IT Setup & Infrastructure
Setup Windows Server
Setup VPN Connectivity
Setup Firewall
Setup Enterprise Wireless

Virtualization Solutions
Vmware Solutions
Hyper-V Virtualization
Solutions

Application &
Website Design
Android Application
IOS Application
Web Design
Website Design

Avatar Dialing
About Avatar
With a newly built state-of-the-art call center, Avatar Outsourcing
employs over 4,000 employees and generates over 30,000 transfers
a day. With our patented Accent-Erasing software and a fully-Pakistani
& American run call center, Avatar can maximize your profit potential
with one simple call.
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How It Works
Our Avatar soundboard software
takes the complexity of a sales pitch,
and reduces it to the simplicity of pushing
buttons, allowing our agents to instantly
master your telemarketing or fund-raising
pitch, generate live transfers or pledges, and
send to your sales closers or fulfillment house.

Endless Profit
Without any investment of time or capital, with one simple phone call you can scale from 10 to hundreds of
2 you make all of the profit or activities generated.
agents on a week-to-week agreement. We take all of the risk and
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IT Setup & Infrastructure
You want to install a new IT setup at your office or you are looking for some access
to revamp your network equipment with some state-of-the-art hardware?
You have just envisaged plans to boost up IT setup in your company and you want
it to be mounted with utmost perfection? UIT Solutions. has the right amount of
experience and qualified team of IT engineers to take care of such services, our
IT engineers will install your networking and IT equipment from scratch

Microsoft Windows Server
You want to install Windows Server 2012 or 2016
at your office, our Microsoft Certified IT engineers will install
your Server’s and Setup following features, Services &
Protocols from scratch,
DNS, DHCP, IIS ,RDP, VPN, Remote App, Etc.

Setup VPN Connectivity
If you have an offshore branch that you want to manage from your
head office? You worry that communication between several offices
of your company is not secure enough? You think that there must be
integration and closer communication among several departments of
your company that are present at some physical distance from each other?
It’s time that you start considering to use VPN services from UIT Solutions.

IT Support Contracts
You don’t want to be bothered by the downtime of servers or IT equipment
in your office? You are looking for an opportunity to relieve you of headache
of successive halts? You want a company that takes responsibility of delivering
quality performance very seriously? You are a startup, who wants to compete
with multi-national companies and don’t want to be left behind because of
continuous errors appearing in your IT devices? UIT Solutions Annual
Maintenance Contracts (AMC) for IT support is an answer for all your problems.
An IT based company at Pakistan, UIT Solutions fully understands the need for
effective IT equipment and its importance for success of a company or business.
Our IT maintenance contract entitles our clients with an exclusive service provided by the
aces of IT support. Protection is provided to your business interests by our qualified
professionals who make sure that all your networks and IT equipment is operating
fine and dandy. We cover maintenance of devices like
PC , Servers, Printers , Scanners, Laptops , Network Routers, Firewall, IP PBX, & Switches
An AMC ensures that you have a team of professionals at your disposal all the time so that you are least bothered
while facing problems with your IT equipment. On a distance of a single call lies your very own IT engineer who’ll be
obliged by helping you as earliest and efficiently as possible. Our AMC also offer regular visits of our Certified
IT Engineer your office. These visits are basically of 2 types
Incident based Support
Preventive Maintenance Visits
Client can choose on whatever basis he wants such visits from our IT professionals.
It is worth mentioning that AMC from UIT Solutions for IT support comes with an advantage that we have expertise
to handle all kind of hardware and software. So no matter which vendor or manufacturer you prefer UIT Solutions will
be there to provide its IT support services without any problem.

